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What is CAFAna?
I Analysis framework used for TDR

LBL oscillation sensitivities
I Used throughout NOvA

I 3 flav oscillations, steriles. . .
I Day-to-day cutting and plotting
I Cross-section analyses

I Named for Common Analysis Files
I i.e ntuples

I Structured as a bag of tools to plug
together, not monolithic

I Write a .C macro to drive analysis
I Focus on speed: important for

productivity, aim for O(minutes)
interactively
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Common Analysis Files
I CAFs are neutrino-candidate-based TTrees
I Conceptually collection of StandardRecord objects
I StandardRecord members like vector<SRTrack> trks etc
I LBL CAFs contain CVN+Pandora+. . . info in FD, parameterized

reco in ND – CAFMaker ND package
I Truth information and cross-section systematic weights
I Avoid expensive computations at analysis time – store it in the files

(This part not CAFAna-specific)
I It’s very valuable to have a shared file structure

I Otherwise you spend a lot of time porting / reinventing the wheel
I Experience of a lot of time chasing down bug-for-bug compatibility
I Allows for shared wisdom and knowledge transfer to new users

I Goal to keep files lightweight, while also having all useful variables
I This is of course a challenging balance
I Probably requires investment in skimming tools
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Reading CAFs
I CAFAna concepts: Cuts and Vars
I Little snippets of code

I Cut: StandardRecord → bool
I Var: StandardRecord → double

I Additionally weights (also Vars) and syst shifts
I Syst shifts can weight events, but they can also rewrite the event

record (e.g. add 1% to the track energy field)
I Set of cuts/vars/systs built up by users are a valuable commons

I Spectrum class is essentially a histogram plus POT
I Operations between spectra make use of POT to keep correctness

I SpectrumLoader loops through input files (including SAM
integration) and efficiently fills all spectra based on their
cuts/vars/weights/systs
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Demo code
string fname = "/pnfs/dune/persistent/users/LBL_TDR/CAFs/v4/"

"FD_FHC_nonswap.root";

SpectrumLoader loader(fname);

Var kEn([](const caf::SRProxy* sr){return sr->Ev_reco_numu;});

Binning binsEnergy = Binning::Simple(40, 0, 10);

HistAxis axEnergy("Reco energy (GeV)", binsEnergy, kEn);

Spectrum sEnergyNumu(loader, axEnergy, kIsNumuCC);

Spectrum sEnergyNC(loader, axEnergy, kIsNC);

loader.Go();

double pot = 1e21;

sEnergyNumu.ToTH1(pot)->Draw("hist");

sEnergyNC.ToTH1(pot, kBlue)->Draw("hist same");
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Demo result
$ cafe tute/demo0.C

Filling 2 spectra from 1 files matching ’/pnfs/dune/

persistent/users/LBL_TDR/CAFs/v4/FD_FHC_nonswap.root’...

[==============================> ] 3s
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Proxies & file reduction

I SRProxy system uses deep magic so that the user sees a
concrete StandardRecord object, while only reading required
fields from the file on-demand

I Also allows automatic and efficient rollback of record to nominal
after systematic modifications

I File skimming (only keep events that pass certain cuts) tools exist
I Also file reduction (only keep certain branches)

I This depends a little bit on the file structure
I Need to develop files keeping constraints of analysis tools in mind
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Systs & xsec ana
I LBL use interpolation to provide spectra at specific systematic pts
I For xsec analysis “multiverse” approach is probably a better fit
I CAFAna supports both, plan to integrate multiverse better in core

I Used throughout NOvA xsec analyses
I Additional tools beyond plotting

I Unfolding
I Effective flux extraction from standard-candle cross-sections

I Likely overkill at this stage of analysis sophistication?
I General message: lots of CAFAna pieces exist in NOvA / SBN,

can easily be ported, check before inventing new wheel

I Any unique requirements for SM analyses I’ve overlooked?
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Startup costs
I Initial ports to DUNE and SBN each took me about a week
I LBL framework already exists, so in fact we hit the ground running
I Currently a standalone project in lblpwgtools github

I Can discuss where it should live, interface between the two groups
I Pool of LBL / NOvA / SBN veterans with experience
I Generally postive feedback about simplicity and ease of learning
I March 2018 workshop at UCL got DUNE LBL group up to speed
I Happy to organize something similar again when more concrete
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Conclusion
I CAFAna provides all the fundamental elements of an analysis
I Emphases on flexibility, simplicity, efficiency, and coherent design
I Large user base in several experiments: mature, battle-hardened
I Past experience rolling out in DUNE + SBN has been very positive

I Might want a mini-hackfest to kick the tyres and make sure we
cover the essentials on day one

I Experienced physicists can learn in a day or two

I Future plans:
I Further develop multiverse treatment
I Write your analysis macros in python (already possible in NOvA)
I Unify common core from NOvA + DUNE + SBN into shared pkg
I Your idea here. . .

I Continue to benefit from developments within LBL / NOvA / SBN

I Ask me questions!
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Systematic interpolation
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I Covariance matrices are equivalent to pull terms for linear
changes in bin contents

I CAFAna’s direct pull term approach can deal with non-linearity
I Still need assumptions – combination of systs is product of their

effects etc. Related to T2K’s syst. approach
I Cubic interpolation (differentiable) between templates
I Templates from reweights, rewriting event record, or

specially-generated samples
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Flux systematics

I Flux systs from covariance matrix
I Use PCA to find smaller basis that

covers most of the effect
indico.fnal.gov/event/12345/contribution/85
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